There are numerous online organizations, groups, forums, and websites that exist on the Internet for the sole purpose of giving Educational Technologists a place where they may go to discuss a wide range of topics with other Educational Technologists. Some of the possible topics discussed include technology grant funding, teaching ideas / techniques, and online collaboration of technical documents.

Specialized websites also give educators access to materials and resources that they may freely use to enhance the educational experience for their students. Some of these materials include quiz generators, interactive games, and activity ideas.

The numbers of online professional teaching organizations is astounding and below are a few websites that I discovered on my WebQuest.

- **Society for Infromation Technology Conference**
  Society for Information Technology Conference for EdTech professionals.

- **The Teacher's Corner**
  Launched in 1998 as an online resource for educators.

- **The Math Forum**
  Teaching resources for math at all grade levels.

- **Power Point templates for Teaches**
  Provides powerpoint templates for teachers.

- **English as a Second Language**
  Materials for educators teaching ESL.